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“Autumn is a
second spring
where every
leaf is a flower.”
-Albert Camus
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Windscape Apartment Homes
First off, we would
like to thank our residents
for the continued patience
they have showed with construction and painting. Your
patience is greatly appreciated! As a reminder, prior to
construction or the painters
working on a building each
resident will get a notice letting them know the dates
that the crews will be there .
The construction crew goes
building to building alphabetically. As necessary they will
replace windows, siding, etc.
The painters are following
alphabetically to paint the
building exteriors. Before the
painters paint they pressure

wash the buildings. For this
all items on porches and patios must be moved. Your
windows must also be closed

here in the office! This
means we will be open Monday– Friday from 7-6, Saturday 10-4, and closed on Sundays.
**The office may be closed
on Saturday October 15th
due to short staffing in the
office, notice will be posted
on the door if so**

Fall is officially upon us!

on these days.
The fall hours have
not yet taken place, we are
still working summer hours

Resident Reminders
Part of living in a community is adhering to the community guidelines. Adhering to
community guidelines makes for
a low stress, happy community.
Due to incidents reported by residents we have a
few reminders for everyone.



Covered parking spaces are
assigned. Please do not

park in a covered spot that
is not yours for any amount
of time. Residents may have
cars towed that are in their
spots, not just the office.



Please do not store vehicles
in uncovered parking.
There are limited uncovered
parking spaces, so please be
courteous to your neigh-

bors. Cars stored for extended periods of time may
be towed at vehicle owners’
expense.



We are pleased that we do
not charge pet rent at this
point in time. Please pick up
after your pet to prevent
pet rent from being neces-

Quick & Small Cherry Pies:
What you will need:


1 pack of pre made pie crust (2 sheets)



One egg, whisked



Sugar



One large can cherry pie filling



Muffin pan

**you may also use apple, peach, or berry fillings**

Instructions:


Preheat oven to 350 F, grease muffin tin and set aside ( you will need 10-11 cups )



Unroll one crust onto a flat surface and using a cookie cutter or rim of a glass/bowl cut 3 1/2 - 4"
circles.



Place each circle into tin cavity and press into the bottom and up the sides.



Fill with cherry pie filling about 2/3 to the top.



To make a lattice crust, using a knife or pizza cutter cut thin strips of dough (about 1/4-1/3 inch),
then lace together to form a lattice. Press down slightly around the edges and trim the excess with
a knife.



Brush the tops of each pie with the whisked egg white and sprinkle with sugar.



Bake for 25-30 minutes (until the crust is lightly golden and the filling begins to bubble).



Let them cool in the pan for at least 15-20 minutes.



Using a knife very carefully loosen the edges of each pie and gently lift it out.

Helpful Contact Info for Residents:
Office:

Davis Tow:

916-782-9696

916-214-2000

windscape@stonesfair.com
Emergency Maintenance:
(After hours emergencies only)
916-502-4357

Sacramento Protective Service:
916-575-9900

